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W A X E S

CONCOURSE
SPRAY WAX

PREMIUM
WAX
CARNAUBA
PASTE WAX

BUTTER WAXTM
A soft, yellow creme wax that contains highly specialized polymers. Produces
a deep wet look gloss and provides excellent protection. Contains a unique blend of silicones
for a long lasting shine. Easy to apply. Banana scented.
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A fast and easy 1-step creme wax that cleans, polishes and protects in one operation. Gently
removes fine scratches, buffer marks and light oxidation. Natural oils restore gloss & enhance
depth. Safe for all paint finishes. Cherry scented.
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EXPRESS WAXTM
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A high gloss 1-step liquid polymer wax that contains silicone. It removes light dirt and
grease. Produces gloss and provides moderate protection. An easy to use liquid that leaves
no residue and provides durability. Unique polymers that clean, polish and protect.

PAINT SEALANTTM with Teflon Protection
A high quality paint sealant with Teflon protection, that produces a long lasting, high gloss shine
on all types of automotive paint finishes. Amino functional polymers resist UV rays, salt, snow,
insects, road film, detergents & enviornmental contaminates that can fade or discolor the finish.

PREMIUM WAXTM
A high quality paint sealant that produces a long lasting, high gloss shine on all types of
automotive paint finishes. Made with amino functional polymers to resist UV rays, salt, air, snow,
sleet, insects, road film and harsh detergents.

CONCOURSE SPRAY SHINETM
A special high-lubricity formula that actually encapsulates dust particles and enhances a deep
luster without using water. An innovative product that removes surface dust, fingerprints and
smudges from showroom vehicles while leaving a clean, glossy finish.

CARNAUBA PASTE WAXTM
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The hardest and toughest natural wax available. Quickly cleans, shines and protects all paint
finishes including metals. Contains 100% Pure Carnauba Wax.

